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THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW

A Message from the Dean...
The appearance of the first issue of the District of Columbia School of Law
Review comes at a time when the law school is coming to full flower.
Launching yet another law school in a time when conventional wisdom and
financial orthodoxy advised against it has been challenging. However, armed
with the vision of a devoted faculty and a gifted student body, we end our
fourth year boasting several major achievements. We boast a student body
composed of approximately 50% women and 50% people of color, who come
to our school possessing Doctorates, Masters, and Medical Degrees. We take
pride in a faculty that possesses both the finest academic credentials, but who
have been, and continue to be, responsible for inspiring and championing some
of the most important civil rights litigation and legislation of our time. We are
understandibly gratified about a clinical program that selflessly advocates on
behalf of clients in such diverse areas as HIV, Housing, Public Entitlements,
Juvenile Law, and Government Accountability; and a Legislative Clinic, whose
forum in not in the courtroom but in the halls of Congress and the Council of
the District of Columbia.
It is in this tradition of service that our first Law Review is a symposium
entitled THE WAR ON POVERTY: NEW PERSPECTIVES, highlighting the
past three decades of the delivery of legal services to the poor. The Review
represents a growth in the depth and intensity of our program. We hope it will
serve to stimulate productive thinking in the purposeful study of legal issues,
particularly current problems in the effective delivery of legal services to the
poor and legal issues that have their greatest impact on urban areas like the
District of Columbia. I am grateful to all who have made the Review possible,
and predict for it a bright future.
-Dean William Robinson

